
Social media is a simple way to let everyone know you’re looking for 

work. But follow up by telling your friends and neighbors in person, 

too. It may seem like a long shot, but you never know who’s looking 

to hire, or who knows someone in need of an employee.

Spread the word... you’re looking
1

Have you noticed that life can get kind of pricey? Your allowance 

might cover hanging out with your friends, but what about bigger 

costs like a new computer or college? 

Cue the part-time job… Yes, when it comes to earning extra cash, 

working is your best bet. So how do you find a job? CHECK IT OUT:

THE  MAKE MONEY ISSUE

The Internet is a good place to start your job search, but also 

check out smaller, local businesses that may not post their

job vacancy online. 

See a Help Wanted sign? Introduce yourself to the manager, if 

possible. A little face time may go a long way.  

Introduce yourself… in person2
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If your job hunt comes up short, start your own business. Do 

you have a particular skill that might be useful to people? 

Even if you’re not inspired to be the next Mark Zuckerberg, 

you can always see if your parents or neighbors need extra 

work done around the house or in the yard. 

Tap your inner entrepreneur

Three PRO TIPS to scoring a jobThree PRO TIPS to scoring a job
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Wouldn’t it be great if you could get paid to do what you 

love?... It might be possible! Check out these hobbies

and see how they can translate to income.
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Post your pic of inexpensive 

summer fun and tag us—
you might win big!

Follow us on Instagram for 

more (@elementsofmoney)

Interview like a boss:
how to impress an employer

I SPY A 
SUMMER 
SAVINGS
CONTEST

Think about your threads
First appearances matter. For 
your interview attire, find the 
sweet spot between “typical 
school day” and “prom.”

Plan on punctual
Try to arrive about 
ten minutes early. 
Punctuality shows that 
you respect deadlines.

Prepare talking points
You might be asked about 
your experience, hobbies and 
plans for the future. Practice 
your answers ahead of time.

Interview like a boss:
how to impress an employer
Before you land your new job, you’ll need to ace the interview. 
Don’t stress—we have tips to help you prepare. 

Hobby: pets
Job: pet sitter 

Hobby: reading

Job: tutor  

Hobby: illustrations

Job: graphic designer

Hobby: musician
Job: music instructor

Hobby: social media

Job: social media specialist

HOBBIES 
THAT PAYHOBBIES 
THAT PAY

Start your 
own company, 

or apply 
with a local 
business that 

needs your 
services.

Start your 
own company, 

or apply 
with a local 
business that 

needs your 
services.
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